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CAPLA Calendar
Venues for CAPLA courses are sponsored by companies who support our Adopt-a-Course program. We would like to
thank our ongoing sponsors in this program. Without you we wouldn’t be able to offer these great courses. If you or
your company would like to be a part of or obtain more information about the Adopt-a-Course program, please contact
matt@caplacanada.org for program details.

CAPLA 2014 COURSE CALENDAR

Please continue to watch the website and e-Bulletins for updates.

Date

Time

Course Name

Location

Jul 22

7:15am - 10:00am

Oil and Gas Essentials

Calgary/Canmore

Jul 29

8:15am - 4:30pm

Rocks, Records, Contracts and Reserves

AER Core Lab

Jul 31

8:15am - 4:30pm

Heavy Oil Essentials

AER Core Lab

Sep 18

8:30am - 4:30pm

Leading the Way: Energy Asset Management Stewardship TBD

Oct 2

8:30am - 4:30pm

The Why, How & What of Energy Asset Management

TBD

Oct 9

8:30am - 4:30pm

Seven Habits of Highly Effective People

TBD

CAPLA Ethics Training Courses
Sep 11

8:30am - 12:00pm

Ethics Part 1

Nexen

Sep 11

1:00pm - 4:30pm

Ethics Part 2

Nexen

Sep 25

8:30am - 12:00pm

Ethics Part 1

Nexen

Sep 25

1:00pm - 4:30pm

Ethics Part 2

Nexen

Oct 7

8:30am - 12:00pm

Ethics Part 1

Nexen

Oct 7

1:00pm - 4:30pm

Ethics Part 2

Nexen

Oct 23

8:30am - 12:00pm

Ethics Part 1

Nexen

Oct 23

1:00pm - 4:30pm

Ethics Part 2

Nexen

CAPLA 2014 EVENTS CALENDAR
For times and location, please check the CAPLA website.
Wednesdays Our Toastmasters Club meets every Wednesday at noon at Eighth Avenue Place
Sep 9

Leadership Breakfast: Engaging Your Team

Oct 7

Lunch, Learn, LEAD!

Oct 21

Lunch ‘n Learn

Nov 4

Leadership Breakfast: Five Secrets to Leading the Next Generation of Workers

Nov 18

Lunch ‘n Learn

Dec 3

Holiday Celebration
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President &
CEO Message
CAPLA Considers New Name for New Era
By Cathy Lotwin and Cathy Miller

A

s we enter our third decade as an association,
the Board of Directors continues to evaluate
CAPLA’s image within the oil and gas industry.
Our 20th anniversary celebrations were an
excellent opportunity to elevate the profile of land asset
management, but what’s next? How do we continue to
accurately and boldly explain to others what we do and
why it is important?
As we mentioned in the last issue of NEXUS, the Board
has been discussing the relevance of CAPLA’s name to
our changing discipline. As land work becomes more
complex, the term “land administration” may not be as
comprehensive as it once was. As well, “petroleum” does
not accurately describe the energy industry as we know it
today. Several new names for our organization are currently
under consideration, along with options for a new logo
and visual identity. Within the next several months, we
plan to share these concepts with our members through
focus groups and surveys. While this is potentially a big
change for CAPLA, we believe it will be a very positive
one. We look forward to continuing this discussion with
you.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2014-2015
We would like to take this opportunity to thank outgoing
Board members Michelle Sportak, Chris MacLellan,
Darlene Belland and Ron Vermeulen for their valuable
contributions to the CAPLA Board in recent years. Cathy
Lotwin will continue as President for another term, as we
welcome Yvette Miller to the position of Vice President.
We are pleased to introduce the current members of the
Board of Directors to you:
Cathy Lotwin, President
Cathy Lotwin is the Team Lead, Land
Reporting, Integration and Metrics
at Talisman Energy Inc. A land asset
management specialist for over 25 years,
Cathy’s experience includes positions
in a number of oil and gas exploration
companies, as well as with an oil and
gas software and service provider. She
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has held responsibilities in many jurisdictions throughout
Western Canada and the United States. Her experience
includes mineral lease administration; contracts analysis;
land and interdepartmental business process design;
land systems development, implementation, conversion,
training and support; and special projects. In addition to
the positions she has held in industry, Cathy has shared
her knowledge with hundreds of students as an instructor
in SAIT’s Petroleum Land Administration program. A strong
supporter of the land discipline, she holds memberships
in two US associations: the American Association of
Professional Landmen and the National Association of
Lease and Title Analysts.
An inaugural member of CAPLA, Cathy has held numerous
volunteer positions within the organization including
several conference portfolio chairing roles; an early board
role as Director of Information Systems; member, Chair
and Co-Chair of the CAPLA Leadership Forum; and most
recently Director, Vice-President and President of CAPLA.
Yvette Miller, Vice President
While attending university, Yvette began
her career in the oil and gas industry
as a receptionist. Her intention was to
become a medical doctor, but the fastpaced oil and gas industry lured her
away and thus began her stimulating
and enthralling journey. Along the
way, Yvette earned a Petroleum Land
Administration Certificate from SAIT and has worked in
all aspects of land asset management including mineral,
contract, surface, and acquisition and divestiture with
extensive experience in Western Canada, Northwest
Territories, Montana and North Dakota. Yvette now holds
the position of Manager, Mineral Land Asset Management
at Cenovus Energy Inc., leading the mineral, contract,
joint interest asset management and integrated acquisition
and divestiture teams.
After 23 exciting and challenging years in land asset
management, Yvette is passionate about education,
leadership, and championing energy asset management
as an exceptional and fulfilling career choice. An active
member of CAPLA since 1996, Yvette has volunteered

on several committees including Leadership Forum,
Education, and Conference. CAPLA honoured Yvette with
a President's Award on May 1, 2014.
Tracey Stock, Treasurer
Tracey has more than 30 years of
experience in the energy sector and has
been a CAPLA member since 1997. He
is a lawyer, landman, and professional
engineer actively consulting in oil and
gas. His background includes leadership
in arbitration, land administration, A&D,
corporate and commercial law, land
systems, conversions, negotiations,
GIS, reservoir engineering, and economic evaluations.
He teaches surface and mineral A&D administration for
CAPL, business law for APEGA, and contract drafting for
the Canadian Centre for Professional Legal Education.
Evenings often find Tracey teaching business law and land
administration at Mount Royal University or volunteering
legal advice for clients at Calgary Legal Guidance. He has
taught intellectual property law and information systems
management in the MBA program at the University of
Calgary. He is also a senior volunteer with Scouts Canada
and regularly donates platelets to Canadian Blood Services.
Tracey contributed questions for the CAPLA certification
exams and has been a member of the Surface Land
Administration Advisory Committee. He chaired the A&D
Subcommittee of the Education Development Committee.
He has also been a guest speaker with the CAPLA Lunch 'n
Learn program and the CAPLA Leadership Breakfast series.
He was a panel member at the 2011 Surface Land Summit
and a speaker at several CAPLA conferences. His articles
have been published in NEXUS and The Negotiator.
Bente Nelson, Past President
As Past President of CAPLA’s Board of
Directors, Bente led the development
and implementation of a five-year
strategic plan while moving CAPLA
away from an operational board model
to a governance model focused on
vision, strategy and policy. Bente was
the manager of surface land asset
management in a large oil company, responsible for all
aspects of surface through the life cycle of a well including
systems and reporting. She also led projects and initiatives
aligned to the company’s strategic direction and value
creation. She has significant expertise in creating cultures
of high performance aligned to operational and strategic
business drivers, gained over 30 years in various surface
land leadership roles, always with an approach of full
engagement and collaboration with staff and stakeholders.
Bente is currently owner of SFE Consulting Inc. as a
certified coach and trainer/presenter with extensive
experience in individual and/or team development.

Nadene Bateman, Director
Nadene has been working in surface
land since 1997. In 2006, with a strong
team in place, Nadene co-founded
Taylor Land Services, a consulting
company that takes a comprehensive,
hands-on approach to surface rights.
Nadene currently serves as President
and CEO of Taylor Land Services.
Nadene has been a long standing member of CAPLA and
began volunteering in 2011. She became a member of
the CAPLA Board in 2012 and continues to represent the
interests of surface members.
Barb Nielsen, Director
In 1980 Barb began her career in land
at Petro-Canada as an administrative
assistant to the land manager. A few
years later, she accepted a position
as a land administrator in the BC
area. Over the past 34 years, Barb has
worked as land analyst in BC, Alberta,
Saskatchewan,
Manitoba,
Ontario,
Quebec, the Northwest Territories and
Alaska. Barb is currently a land analyst at Husky Oil
Operations Limited.
Barb was CAPLA's Chair of the BC Tenure Review
Committee (predecessor to CAPP’s BC Tenure Committee
in which she represents CAPLA) for approximately 10
years and a member of the 2000 Premier's Award of
Excellence bronze medal recipient for the Alberta P&NG
Tenure Review Project.
T. Cathy Miller, Chief Executive Officer
T. Cathy Miller accepted the position of
Chief Executive Officer of CAPLA in July
2008. Cathy works with the Board of
Directors to implement the strategic plan
and leads the staff team who manage the
day-to-day operations including member
services and all programs and events.
Cathy Miller, CAE (Certified Association
Executive), is an innovative and progressive leader with
more than 30 years of solid experience in the not-forprofit sector. Prior to her work with CAPLA she held the
positions of Executive Director for the Calgary Emergency
Women's Shelter and The Arthritis Society, Alberta & NWT
Division.
Cathy has significant experience with voluntary boards
of directors, guiding change, creating strategies for
success, fundraising and building strong teams. Cathy
was presented with the 2011 Consumer Choice Business
Woman of the Year Award (Calgary).
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CAPLA
Corporate and Volunteer Support Honoured
By Katherine Matiko, CAPLA Communications Specialist
Photos by Donna Bell

O

utstanding corporate and volunteer support
were recognized at the CAPLA Awards
Luncheon in Calgary May 1.

volunteer hours, education venues, NEXUS advertising,
as well as support for their employees attending events,
courses and our conference.”
Three companies were recognized for their ongoing
support of CAPLA with Champion Awards this year.

Speaking to a full house of more than 200 at
the Calgary Petroleum Club, CEO Cathy Miller said the
annual awards have become a highlight of the year for
CAPLA since they were established in 2010.
“These awards provide us
with a wonderful opportunity to recognize some of
our outstanding volunteers
and the corporations who
have made a significant
impact on CAPLA,” Cathy
said.

“It

The first 2014 Champion Award went to Nexen Energy
ULC. Cathy said that Nexen stepped up its strong support
of CAPLA by providing a venue for the 30 ethics training
courses CAPLA is offering to members this year. While
accepting the award, James Armstrong, Manager, Land
and Joint Venture,
said Nexen is a
supporter of
is an incredible reward to contribute to proud
CAPLA with strong
our industry and community.”
representation of
members in its
Esmeralda Mondor, Rising Star Award Recipient
land department.

Before introducing the award recipients, Cathy thanked
Cenovus Energy, premier sponsor of the CAPLA Awards,
as well Encana Corporation, Devon Canada Corporation,
Talisman Energy and Velvet Energy for sponsoring the
event ceremony.
MYRA DRUMM MEMORIAL STUDENT
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Named in honour of one of the founding member of CAPLA’s
Mentorship Program, the Myra Drumm Memorial Student
Achievement Award was presented to Juhi Prajapati, a
land administration student at Mount Royal University.
Juhi was selected based on her grades, volunteer and
work experience, participation in extracurricular activities
and the value that a CAPLA membership would bring to
her career.
Juhi will receive a one-year CAPLA membership,
attendance at CAPLA educational sessions and events,
and a $1000 cash award sponsored by Velvet Energy. She
thanked CAPLA “for giving an ordinary student like myself
such a large podium to shine on.”
“Thank you to Velvet Energy for being the proud sponsors
of this prestigious award,” she said. “It’s so encouraging to
us as students when companies step forward to recognize
academic excellence.”
CAPLA CHAMPION AWARDS
“CAPLA has been very fortunate since our incorporation
to have received great support from many companies in
the oil and gas sector,” Cathy said. “The contributions and
support come in many forms: donations, sponsorship,
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James said he encourages his employees to volunteer
with CAPLA “because volunteering, making networks, and
learning industry best practices are skills that are immediately transferable back to Nexen.”
“In addition, we are very pleased to see the ongoing
development of CAPLA’s certification program, as we now
have five CAPLA members who have achieved this level of
recognition,” he said.
The next Champion Award recipient was ARC Resources
Ltd. “ARC’s employees hold key leadership roles within
CAPLA, and the company and its employees are known
for their energy and enthusiasm,” Cathy said. “In terms of
corporate support, this company is an annual sponsor and
also provides in-kind support.”
“CAPLA brings all of us up a level, in this organization and
in the oil and gas industry as a whole,” said Sara Olineck,
Mineral Land Manager, ARC Resources.
The final Champion Award recipient was Divestco Inc.,
which “supports and encourages employees to get
involved and volunteer with CAPLA,” Cathy said. “They
have recently stepped up their support by sponsoring all
of our new Lunch, Learn, LEAD! sessions for leaders.”
“It is an honour for me to accept this award from CAPLA
on behalf of the team at Divestco and Cavalier,” said Tim
Steeves, Divestco’s Senior Technical Sales Specialist.
“Through our various products and services, we are in
daily contact with CAPLA members. We get to work with
you and see firsthand your high standards, passion for
excellence and determined focus on quality and getting
things right.

“You are a special group of people. So this is
a big deal for us. Congratulations to CAPLA on
your 20 years of success to date and good luck as
you move forward during the next 20.”
COMMITTEE OF THE YEAR AWARD
CAPLA introduced the Committee of the
Year Award this year. The awards committee
considered three worthy committees to
receive the inaugural award, finally choosing
the Certification Committee. Cathy said the
committee has worked tirelessly for the past 15
years to develop all of the certification exam
policies, procedures, requirements and questions
from the ground up.
“There are currently 11 people on the committee
and almost half of them have been on the
committee since the beginning,” Cathy said. “The
Certification Committee raises the bar and elevates the
profile of land asset management, and I am really pleased
that they are receiving the first Committee of the Year
Award.”

Juhi Prajapati
Myra Drumm Award

Sara Olineck
ARC Resources Ltd.

Certification Committee Co-Chair Deborah Godfrey
accepted the award on behalf of the committee, which
includes Glen Sveinson (Co-Chair), Carolyn Keough,
Connie MacRae-Bosch, Gloria Greenstein, Heidi Clark,
Karen Morrow, Nicky Cook, Phyllis Aberle, Theresa Sacha
and Joy Lamb.
“We met two to three times a week for two-and-a-half
years reviewing exam questions,” Deborah recalled. “And
we ate egg salad sandwiches for two-and-a-half years!”
Deborah said the committee is constantly updating exam
questions to meet the changing needs of CAPLA members.
“I encourage everyone to become certified. It’s a great way
to find out what you know, and what you don’t know.”
RISING STAR AWARD
Esmeralda Mondor, Contracts Land Administrator,
Forge Petroleum, received the 2014 Rising Star Award.
A relative newcomer to CAPLA, Esmeralda has worked
with the Members Services Committee helping to recruit
new members by making presentations to land asset
management students in the Calgary area since 2011. She
is also captain of CAPLA’s team at the CIBC Run for the
Cure, which has raised $10,000 for cancer research.

CAPLA President Cathy Lotwin (left) and CEO Cathy Miller
(centre) present a 2014 Champion Award to Nexen Energy
ULC. The award was accepted by James Armstrong.

“Esmeralda has been instrumental in promoting CAPLA to
the next generation of members through her work on the
Member Services Committee,” Cathy said. “She is the face
of CAPLA for new and upcoming members.”
Esmeralda said it has been a privilege for her
to be part of an organization “that is helping to
make the dream of a professional and successful
career possible for everyone. I encourage all
the members out there to be part of the 340
volunteers who make this organization possible.

Cathy Miller
congratulates Tim
Steeves, who accepted
a 2014 Champion
Award on behalf of
Divestco Inc.
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Believe me, it is an incredible reward to contribute
to our industry and community.”
OUTSTANDING VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR
Joy Lamb, Contracts Analyst, Canadian Natural
Resources Ltd., is the Outstanding Volunteer of
the Year for 2014. A 20-year member of CAPLA,
Lamb was honoured for her commitment to
CAPLA’s Certification Committee. Since 2000, she
has helped write certification exams, liaise with
post-secondary institutions and administer the
certification program.

The Certification Committee was honoured with the
inaugural Committee of the Year Award.
(Back row, l-r) Karen Morrow, Deborah Godfrey, Gloria
Greenstein, Carolyn Keough, Nicky Cook, Phyllis Aberle
(Front row l-r) Connie McRae-Bosch, Glen Sveinson,
Theresa Sacha, Heidi Clark, Joy Lamb

“Joy was responsible for all of the paper work and
connections, and I can tell you it is a ton of work,”
Cathy said. “Joy is a great volunteer who works
with professionalism and excellence, and always
with a smile on her face.”
Joy acknowledged the support of her former employer,
Devon Canada, which made her extensive volunteer
commitment possible. “Without company and leadership
support, volunteering in this industry would be most
limited, as company time and expenses are often necessary.
I can tell you that Devon has contributed many an egg
salad sandwich to our Certification Committee lunch
meetings over the years, and, of course, so much more.”
PRESIDENT’S AWARD
CAPLA President’s Awards are presented to long time
CAPLA members who have helped build the association
in significant ways.

FOR 30 YEARS...
ENERGY IN NEGOTIATING
Proven success for business, l and + the communit y

■■ Negotiating +
administering
surface rights
■■ Aquisitions + divestment
■■ Administration
outsourcing + data entry
■■ Freehold mineral
leasing + Crown landsales
IN CALGARY

403 243 5518
mslland.ca
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The first individual to receive a 2014 President’s Award was
Yvette Miller, Manager, Mineral Land Asset Management,
Cenovus Energy Inc. A member of the Board of Directors
since 2012, Yvette assumed the role of Vice President
this year. She has contributed to various leadership
development initiatives at CAPLA and is currently co-chair
of the Leadership Forum.
“Yvette is an amazing woman,” Cathy said. “She balances
the demands of a busy home life and a challenging career,
yet she always seems to be calm, cool and collected.”
Yvette said that her first volunteer role at CAPLA labelling,
stuffing and sending out the NEXUS magazine led to
several strong friendships in the land industry, and
eventually to leadership roles on the education and
conference committees.
With mentorship from CAPLA leaders such as Gale
Robins and Audrey Atkins, Yvette felt ready to apply for
a leadership role in her company and “fortunately for me,
the hiring manager decided to take a chance on me,” she
said. “I am not sure what the outcome might have been
without my valuable CAPLA experience.”
Yvette encouraged CAPLA members to step forward as
volunteers. “Take a step, even if it is a baby step. Who
knows where it will take you?”

Candace Bakay, Team Lead, Mineral Land
Asset
Management, Acquisitions
and
Divestments, Talisman Energy Inc., also
received a President’s Award. Bakay has
been a member of CAPLA since its inception
20 years ago, serving as President, Past
President, Conference Chair and many other
roles over the past two decades.
“It was not long ago that land administrators
were considered mere clerks,” Candace said.
“We’ve come a long way in 20 years.”
She said young people entering the discipline
are fortunate to be entering a career that
is respected and rewarding. “We need our
young people to come into our organization
and bring their ideas and their excellence.
And we need to listen to each other in order
to take land administration even further than
we have in the past 20 years.”

n

Joy Lamb
Outstanding Volunteer
of the Year

Esmeralda Mondor
Rising Star Award

Thank you to the 2014 Awards Committee
members: Lynn Gregory, Velvet Energy, CoChair; Sherry Batke, Encana Corporation,
Co-Chair; Linda Bernier, Independent; Craig
Johnstone, Enerplus; Angela Martin, Husky
Energy; Bente Nelson, Independent; Melanie
Storey, ARC Resources; Linda Westbury,
Independent; Cathy Miller, CEO.

2014 President’s Award Recipients
Candace Bakay (left) and Yvette
Miller (above)
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Article
CAPL Operating Procedure Term Clause:
Assigning Wells Without Mineral Rights
By Jim MacLean, Manager, Mineral Land Asset Management,
Talisman Energy

T

his is the second of two articles about the
issues potentially resulting from a premature
termination of agreements and their related
rights and obligations in a party’s records. The
first article was designed primarily to increase significantly
industry’s awareness of the issue in the context of the
erroneous assumption typically made about the time when
an agreement terminates and some of the major potential
consequences that flow from that. This article addresses
the issue in the context of assignment processes for
agreements that were regarded as terminated with respect
to all or a portion of the obligations existing thereunder.
For the purposes of this article, references to an “agreement”
apply equally to any applicable segregated interest split,
given that the segregation Clause of the CAPL Operating
Procedure is clear that each segregated block is governed
by its own notional Operating Procedure.
WELLBORE ASSIGNMENTS
Inherent in the discussion about the continued application
of an Operating Procedure following expiry of all mineral
rights thereunder is the manner in which a party should
address the transfer of obligations associated with a
wellbore in circumstances in which there are no associated
mineral rights held under the applicable agreement.
The two end points of the spectrum would be, on one
end, that no specific assignments should be prepared
to address wellbores for which there are no live P&NG
rights held under the agreement and, on the other end,
that specific assignments should be prepared to address
all wellbores, including dormant wellbores for which
reclamation certificates had already been obtained.
I struggle with both of those approaches.
Ignoring the assignment issue entirely when there are
recognized outstanding obligations respecting wells
and surface rights would just avoid dealing with an
inconvenient (but very real) suite of obligations of
potential financial significance. It is preferable to have
clarity about responsibility for those obligations than to
make the conscious choice of creating uncertainty that
would still need to be resolved in due course.
At the other end of the spectrum, tracking interests and
processing assignment documentation on agreements for
every wellbore for which a reclamation certificate had
10 CAPLA – Canadian Association of Petroleum Land Administration

been obtained to try to mitigate risk for the potential <2%
of unspecified wells for which problems will emerge in
the future would be an untenable use of resources at a
time when organizations are trying to optimize efficiency
and eliminate unnecessary work.
My personal belief is that assignment documentation
should be processed in three instances for agreements
without live P&NG rights-(i) for wells for which reclamation
certificates have yet to be received; (ii) to reflect a transfer
of obligations relating to any individual well for which a
reclamation certificate had been obtained and for which
problems requiring remedial action have now been
discovered; and (iii) in the circumstances outlined in the
next section in which the vendor is retaining responsibility
for certain wells following a divestiture.
4A ASSIGNMENTS AND THE POTENTIAL FOR
UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES
Assume that your company has just purchased X’s entire
70% operated interest in the five sections remaining subject
to a 1995 JOA. The wells drilled previously under that JOA
have been marginal producers, and a number of wells
on lands formerly subject to the JOA had already been
abandoned. Your company intends to drill long reach
horizontal wells and use multi-stage fracing to exploit the
existing resource, such that this is a strategically important
acquisition for your company.
The definition of “Miscellaneous Interests” in the P&S
Agreement clearly captures the JOA. The definition of
“Wells” in that document “includes” the wells located on
the existing mineral rights, including several wells that
had been abandoned several years ago. That definition of
Wells, however, does not address specifically any other
abandoned wells drilled by the working interest owners
under the JOA on former joint lands thereunder.
The CAPL Notice of Assignment prepared to reflect X’s
assignment of its 70% working interest in the lands and the
associated rights and obligations to your company would
typically include a 4A election without a lot of thought
being given to the appropriateness of that election, given
that the acquisition relates to X’s entire interest in the
P&NG Rights then remaining subject to the agreement.
For context, that election would state that the “Transfer
Agreement covers 100% of Assignor’s entire undivided
right, title and interest in the Master Agreement but shall
not include rights of the Assignor as operator (“Assigned
Interest”).”

Let’s assume that X contacts your company three months
after closing in response to a letter it has just received
from the regulator about a problem with a well that had
been drilled for the joint account under the JOA five
years ago at a location for which the mineral rights had
expired a year prior to your acquisition. X is advising your
company that you have an obligation to deal with this
problem under the P&S Agreement, and is requesting your
company to accept a transfer of the well licence from X
immediately. The nature of this problem is that it is likely
to require $500,000 to remedy.
Your company objects, noting that this well was not located
on the P&NG Rights that formed the subject matter of the
transaction and that it was not included in the list of Wells
included on the Schedule.
X responds that the JOA was a Miscellaneous Interest,
that this well was drilled and abandoned under the JOA,
that the Wells were defined as “including” certain wells
located within the areal boundaries of the P&NG Rights
without being limited to the scheduled list of wells and
that the NOA saw your company assume all of X’s rights
and obligations under the JOA, something that clearly
captured any residual obligations of X for this well under
the Term provision of the 1990 CAPL Operating Procedure.
(Ouch – the NOA argument was an unwelcome surprise!
It’s probably not a good day to ask if you can go to the
CAPL conference this year . . .)

After a discussion with your lawyers, your company asserts
that the NOA election is inconsistent with the allocation
of obligations in the P&S Agreement. As well, the conflicts
provision of the P&S Agreement is clear that the P&S
Agreement will prevail insofar as there is a conflict with
the terms of a “specific conveyance”, such as the NOA.
Although there might be a negotiated resolution to this
issue in practice, your company has just learned two very
valuable lessons from this example. The first is the need to
be very clear about what is and is not within the scope of
a Wells definition in a P&S Agreement when the JOA had
previously included additional joint lands. The second is
that a 4A election in a CAPL Notice of Assignment actually
conveys all of the Vendor’s rights and obligations under
the applicable agreement, not just those pertaining to the
subset of rights and obligations relating to the live P&NG
rights that your company acquired.
The preferred outcome in this particular example was for
the parties to have been very clear in the P&S Agreement
whether the other wells originally drilled under the JOA
were or were not within the scope of the definition of
Wells and the obligations being assumed by the purchaser
under this P&S Agreement.
If they were, the 4A election in the NOA would be
appropriate.
If they were not, the parties should have used a 4B
election that was limited to the P&NG Rights and the

LandLine
Divestco iLand and LandRite
Together at Last
LandLine transfers iLand sub files and crossings that you acquire
directly into LandRite’s surface files and third party agreements.
Contact us today to learn more about our surface land data pipeline.
587.952.8000 | info@divestco.com | www.divestco.com
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associated rights and obligations. For context, the 4B
Notice of Assignment election states that the “Transfer
Agreement covers a portion of Assignor’s right, title and
interest in the Master Agreement but shall not include
rights of the Assignor as operator (“Assigned Interest”).
In the event Alternative B is checked, the following is the
legal description of all lands and interest transferred and
conveyed in the Transfer Agreement (attached schedule if
more space is needed):”.
The use of the 4B election would see X retain a line of
sight to the other applicable working interest owners for
the wells being retained by X. This would be particularly
important if reclamation certificates were still outstanding
or there had been recognized problems with respect to
any of the retained wells.
ASSIGNMENT DOCUMENTATION FOR TRANSFER
OF A WELLBORE WITHOUT ASSOCIATED MINERAL
RIGHTS
Let’s continue with the example from above and assume,
instead, that those parties had initially used a 4B election
in their NOA. As a consequence, the Vendor, X, has
retained responsibility for three wells previously drilled
and abandoned for the joint account by the working
interest owners on mineral rights that had expired a year
prior to the sale.
Let’s assume that X is now selling its residual interest in
the entire area in a “white map” transaction under which
its Assignee will acquire all interests then retained by X in
that area, including any obligations of X that may emerge
subsequently for those three abandoned wells.

It clearly should insofar as there are any outstanding
reclamation type obligations or other issues of which it is
aware relating to the applicable agreement.
If, on the other hand, reclamation were complete,
reclamation certificates were in hand and there were no
recognized residual concerns, X might choose to defer
issuing any specific transfer documentation for the
applicable “agreement” until such time as any problems
emerged, given that the P&S Agreement offers it a blanket
indemnification respecting risks that may never crystallize.
(Of course, X might choose to look at the issue very
differently if it were dealing with an Assignee of dubious
financial viability.)
A decision to proceed with transfer documentation raises
a question about the appropriate document to be used
to effect any subsequent transfer of a wellbore without
any associated mineral rights. Should it be an Assignment
Agreement between only X and its Assignee or a Notice
of Assignment?
The Assignment Agreement approach would not see
any execution of the assignment document by any third
parties having other interests in the related well/contract.
The proponents of this approach presumably intend to
inform the applicable third parties of the assignment in
due course through delivery of a copy of the applicable
Assignment Agreement to them.
While there may be circumstances in which chain of title
challenges are such that it is the only option, I believe
that there are two inherent problems with the Assignment
Agreement approach.

The first question that X should ask itself in this circumstance
is whether it will prepare assignment documentation to
reflect the transfer of its potential obligations in these
wells and all other old abandoned wells for which there
are no live P&NG rights.

The first is that delivery to a third party of an Assignment Agreement executed solely by X and its Assignee is
not binding on a third party, as there is no consequential
contractual relationship with the third party created by
that document. This would expose X to continued liability
for current and future obligations
Same great company,
in the eyes of the third parties, notwithstanding the wording used in
Same great service,
the Assignment Agreement. This
Brand new look!
should be of particular concern if
Since 1986, Pinnacle Consulting Services has supported the Oil & Gas industry with the placement of
X’s financial viability is much stronover 400 professional consultants in:
ger than that of its Assignee.
•
Contract Analysis
•
Acquisitions and Divestiture
•

Mineral Land

•

Land Negotiations

•

Surface Land

•

Data / System Entry

•

Joint Venture Agreements

•

Administrative Assistance

in your Land Department. We will source the right talent to meet the needs of our clients.
If you are considering becoming a consultant, or you are in search of consultants for your upcoming
project or land department, please contact Pinnacle Consulting today!

www.pinnacleconsulting.ca
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This outcome is also inconsistent
with the stated purpose of a Specific Conveyance under the typical Purchase & Sale Agreement. It
typically includes language similar
to the following “…to novate Purchaser in the place and stead of
Vendor with respect to the Assets
and all of Vendor’s interests and
obligations relating thereto.”
The second is because the
preference for use of an Assignment

Agreement for a transfer of an isolated wellbore appears
to be based on a belief that a Notice of Assignment cannot
be used to reflect that assignment.
I recognize that the focus of the CAPL Assignment
Procedure is on the assignment of mineral rights. That
being said, I do not believe that it necessarily follows
from this that a Notice of Assignment cannot be used
to effect a transfer of one or more isolated wellbores in
circumstances in which the applicable agreement under
which that wellbore is held was subject to the CAPL
Assignment Procedure.
My typical starting point when looking at any interpretation
question is to ignore assumptions about the outcome and,
instead, to ask simply, “What do the words say?” In this
regard, the definition of “Assigned Interest” in the 1993
CAPL Assignment Procedure and the related “Industry
Agreement” is as follows:
“Assigned Interest” means the interest in the
Agreement which is the subject of an assignment
and which is specified in a Notice of Assignment, but
shall not include rights of the Assignor as operator.”
This definition applies to whatever interest is being
assigned under the applicable agreement. There are no
words in the definition whereby the “interest” reference
is necessarily limited to an interest that includes mineral
rights.

This conclusion is reinforced if one tries to argue that
these three wellbores cannot be the subject matter of a
Notice of Assignment if they are being sold in isolation,
but that the NOA is the appropriate vehicle if the same
three abandoned wellbores are being sold in conjunction
with a single quarter section of remaining joint lands four
miles away.
The definition of Assigned Interest would appear on the
face of the definition to be applicable to the circumstance
in which only a wellbore is being assigned in an agreement
subject to the CAPL Assignment Procedure.
Assuming that the CAPL Assignment Procedure applies
to the particular agreement, I believe that the use of a
Notice of Assignment for the transfer of an isolated
wellbore subject to an agreement ensures that there is
third party recognition to the assignment of the wellbore
in accordance with the expectations set forth in the typical
definition of Specific Conveyances. This would give effect
to the parties’ mutual intention expressed in any related
P&S Agreement.
“I’M NOT DEAD YET – THE REPRISE”
Notwithstanding the common belief that a land agreement
terminates at the point in time at which there are no longer
any P&NG rights that remain subject to the agreement,
that assumption is not supported by the Term clause of
any version of the CAPL Operating Procedure.
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As shown in the first article in this series (see NEXUS
March 2014), the existence of live obligations prior to
the completion of field work, the receipt of reclamation
certificates and a final settlement of accounts is such that
agreements of that type cannot be said by any stretch of
the imagination to be terminated.
Similarly, the potential emergence of problems for wells
held under an agreement long after the receipt of a
reclamation certificate is such that those agreements are
best regarded as being in a state of suspension, rather
than terminated, such that they could emerge from that
dormant, “sleeping” state at any time.
Both Operators and Non-Operators can mitigate potential
problems by being more aware of the issue, by modifying
the way in which they manage agreements without P&NG
rights in their electronic records and in other internal
physical records retention processes and, as shown in
this article, by being much more aware of the issue when
preparing transfer documentation.
My hope is that these articles will increase awareness
about the manner in which the Term provisions of the
CAPL Operating Procedure apply and the process changes
that should be made as a consequence.
As this is an issue that our companies individually need to
consider and address, it is an ideal topic for an industry
dialogue to share perspectives on specific approaches that
might be taken to mitigate the potential impact of the
issue, including the use of functionality already available
to us in our land information systems.
My sense is that there will be sufficient interest in the issues
raised in these articles to have a focus group meeting of
interested companies to discuss the topic in greater detail.
If your company would be interested in participating in
a dialogue on this issue, please feel free to contact me at
jmaclean@talisman-energy.com.

n

Jim MacLean is a member of CAPLA’s Advisory Council.
His article CAPL Operating Procedure Term Clause: Throw
Out Your Dead? appeared in the March 2014 edition of
NEXUS.

THE KEY TO HAPPINESS IS
DISCOUNTS OF UP TO

25

PRIVATE SPACE FOR 300 PEOPLE!
TEAM BUILDING | STAFF SOCIALS
CLIENT APPRECIATION | CORPORATE BUYOUTS
CHRISTMAS PARTIES | STAMPEDE PARTIES

Visit thelibertine.ca for more information!
223- 8th Avenue S.W. | Calgary, AB | 403.265.3665

ON YOUR AUTO

INSURANCE

Members of CAPLA could save on insurance with BrokerLink. For starters, you
could get a 15% discount just for being a CAPLA member and save another
10% by bundling home and auto policies together.

To learn more, or to see if you qualify for preferred discounts, call:

1.855.771.9438
brokerlink.ca
Subject to policy conditions and exclusions. Insurance products provided by Novex Group Insurance. Services available in Alberta through Canada Brokerlink Inc. ™ BrokerLink is a trademark of Canada Brokerlink Inc. ©
Copyright 2013 Canada Brokerlink Inc. All rights reserved. Certain conditions apply to all discounts.
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CAPLA
ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Special thanks to everyone who contributed to update this
list. We welcome your additions, updates or corrections
to this list at anytime by contacting the CAPLA office at
office@caplacanada.org or (403) 452-6497.
A&D
A&N
A/P
A/R
AA

Acquisition and Divestiture
Assignment & Novation Agreement
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Administrative Assistant or Assignment 		
Agreement
AAG
Ancillary Agreement – Grazing Lease
AB
Alberta
ABN
Abandon
AC
Acre(s) or Atlantic Canada
ACO
Aboriginal Consultation Office
AENV the former Alberta Environment (now ESRD)
AEP
the former Alberta Environmental Protection
(now ESRD)
AER
Alberta Energy Regulator
AEUB the former Alberta Energy and Utilities Board
(now AER)
AFE(s) Authorization(s) for Expenditure
AGC
Automatic Generation Control
ALA
Alberta Limitations Act
AMI
Area of Mutual Interest; Alberta Mineral
Information (Alberta Government)
AMT Asset Management
amt.
Amount
AOA
Area Operating Agreement
AOE
Area of Exclusion Agreement
APEGA Association of Professional Engineers and 		
Geoscientists of Alberta
APO
After Payout
APP or APEN After Penalty Payout
ASGA Alberta Sand and Gravel Association
ASRD Alberta Sustainable Resource Development
ATS
Alberta Township Survey
AUC
Alberta Utilities Commission
B
Billion(s)
bbls
barrels
bbls/d barrels per day
BCH BC Hydro (British Columbia Utility Company)

boe
boe/d
BPO
BPP or
BU
CAPL
CAPLA
CAPP
CAPPA
CAV
CBM
CCTS
CFB
CLS
CNC
CNT
CO&O
CO2
COLA
COP
COS
CR
CRP
CS
CTL
CTP
CUP
D&A
D&C
D56
DCT
DFO
DHOA
DHR
DIR
DLS
DND
DOI

barrels of oil equivalent converting 6 mcf of
natural gas to 1 barrel of oil
barrels of oil equivalent per day
Before Payout
BPEN Before Penalty Payout
Business Unit
Canadian Association of Petroleum Landmen
Canadian Association of Petroleum Land
Administration
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers
Canadian Association of Petroleum Production
Accounting
Caveat
Coalbed Methane
Commitment/Compliance Tracking System
Canadian Forces Base
Conditional Surrender or Conservation Land
Search
Consultative Notation Company
Consultative Notation
Construction, Ownership & Operating Agreement
Carbon Dioxide
Cost of Living Adjustment
Community of Practice
Cost of Service
Crown
Conservation and Reclamation Plan
Compressor Station
Coniferous Timber License
Coniferous Timber Permit
Cultivation Permit
Dry and Abandoned
Drilling and Completions
Directive 56
Duplicate Certificate of Title
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Designated Heavy Oil Area (Saskatchewan)
Designated Historic Resource
Directional Well
Dominion Land Survey
Department of National Defense
Division of Interest
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DOT
DRR
DRR
DRRZD
DRS
DST
DSU
DTL
DTP
DWD
E&P
EAM
EAP
EASE
EDS
EFT
EHS
EIA
EID
ENC
EOR
EPEA
EPP
EPZ
ERCB

Department of Transportation
Deep Rights Reversion
Document Registration Request – Land Titles Form
Deeper Rights Reversion Zone Designation
Disposition Reservation
Drill Stem Test
Drill Spacing Unit
Deciduous Timber License
Deciduous Timber Permit
Drilling Waste Disposal
Exploration & Production
Energy Asset Management
Enhanced Approval Process
Easement
Electronic Disposition System
Electronic Funds Transfer
Environment, Health & Safety
Environmental Impact Assessment (Sask)
Eastern Irrigation District
Encumbrance
Enhanced Oil Recovery
Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act
Environmental Protection Plan (Sask)
Emergency Planning Zone
the former Energy Resources Conservation Board
(now AER)
ERR
Ecological Reserve
ESP
Electrical Submersible Pump
ESRD Environmental Sustainable Resource
Development
E-SRP Electronic Surface Release Package (System)
ETS
Electronic Transfer System
EUB
the former Energy and Utilities Board
EZE
Easement
FacT Facilities Tracker (online pipeline tracking
system)
FAO
Farmers Advocate Office
FAQ(S) Frequently Asked Question(s)
FDL
Farm Development Lease
FDS
Farm Development Sale
FGL
Forest Grazing Lease
FH
Freehold
FI
Farmin
FLCR Facility Land Clearance Report
FMA
Forest Management Agreement
FMT
Freehold Mineral Tax
FNC
First Nations Consultation
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FO
Farmout
FRD
Forestry Road
G&A General and Administrative
gj
gigajoule
GOR or GORR Gross Overriding Royalty
GPS
Global Positioning System
GRL
Grazing Lease
GRP
Grazing Permit
GRR
Provincial Grazing Reserve
Ha
Hectare(s)
HAP
Hay Permit
HBP
Held by Production
HR
Human Resources
HRG Heritage Rangeland
HRS
Holding Reservation
HRV
Historical Resource Value
HST
Harmonized Sales Tax
HTML Hypertext Markup Language
HVP
Vapor Pressure Products
HZ
Horizontal Well
INAC the former Indian and Northern Affairs Canada
(now AANDC)
IOGC Indian Oil and Gas Canada
ION
Independent Operations Notice
IOP
Individual Ownership Plan
IOS
Industry Operation Standard
IRS
Indian Reserve
IRWA International Right-of-Way Association
ISC
Information Services Corporation (Sask Land
Titles)
ISP
Industrial Sample Plot
JDE or JD Edwards
Accounting system
JIB
Joint Interest Billing
JOA
Joint Operating Agreement
JV
Joint Ventures
JVA
Joint Venture Admin
JVA
Joint Venture Agreement
km
Kilometre(s)
LALA Land Agents Licensing Act
LAT
Latitude
LDR
Land Disposition Request
LEN
Lien
Lets
Third Party Agreements (i.e.: crossing consent)
that are granted to another company; see Takes
LF
Loss Factor
LIP
Landowner Information Package
LLD
Legal Land Description

LLR
LNG
LOA
LOA
LOC
LOI
LONG
LOR
LOR or
LPG
LSAS
LSD
LTO
LWD
M
M
m
M&A
m3
m3/d
mbbls
mboe
mcf
mcf/d
mcfe

Licensee Liability Rating
Liquefied Natural Gas (refrigerated for shipping)
Leave of Absence
Letter of Authority
License of Occupation
Letter of Intent
Longitude
Lessor Royalty
LSR
Lessor Royalty
Liquefied Petroleum Gas (propane and butane)
Land Status Automated System
Legal Subdivision
Land Titles Office
Land Spraying While Drilling
thousand, thousands ($M – thousands of dollars)
Meridian (i.e.: W4M)
metre(s)
Mergers and Acquisitions
cubic metres
cubic metres per day
thousands of barrels
thousands of barrels of oil equivalent
thousand cubic feet
thousand cubic feet per day
thousand cubic feet gas equivalent converting 1
barrel of oil to 6 mcf of natural gas
mcfe/d thousand cubic feet of natural gas equivalent per
day
MD
Measured Depth
MLL
Miscellaneous Lease
MLP
Miscellaneous Permit
mm
millimetre
mmbtu million british thermal units
mmcf million cubic feet
mmcf/d million cubic feet per day
MOA Memorandum of Agreement
MS
Meter Station
MSL
Mineral Surface Lease
MTG Mortgage
NAA
Natural Areas
NALTA National Association of Lease and Title Analysts
NEB
National Energy Board
NG
Natural Gas
NGL
Natural Gas Liquids (ethane, propane, butane,
isobutane and natural gas)
NIMBY Not In My Back Yard
NOA Notice of Assignment

NPI
Net Profit Interest
NTS
National Topographic System
NuGATS General Administration Tracking Tool
O&G Oil & Gas
OFM Oilfield Manager
OPAC Online Permitting and Clearance
OS
Oilsands
OSE
Oilsands Exploration
OSL
Oilsands Lease
P&NG Petroleum and Natural Gas
P&S
Purchase & Sale
P/L
Pipeline
pa
Per Annum
PA
Production Accountant or Performance Agreement
PAR
Project Approval Request
PASC Petroleum Accounts Society of Canada
PAZ
Protective Action Zone
PBL
Plan Block Lot
PDL
Project Description Letter
PET
Petroleum
PIL
Pipeline Installation Lease
PITS Petroleum Industry Training Service
PJVA Petroleum Joint Venture Association
PLA
Pipeline Agreement
PLC
Parks License of Occupation
PLC
Provincial Park Access Road
PLCR Pipeline Land Clearance Report
PLS
Private Land Sale
PMO Project Management Office
PMS
Parks Mineral Surface Lease
PNG Petroleum and Natural Gas
PNT
Protective Notation
POA
Power of Attorney
PPA
Parks Pipeline Agreement
PPI
Provincial Park Facility
PPIS Pipeline Participant Involvement Summary
PROD Producing
PS
Pump Station
PSAC Petroleum Services Association of Canada
PSU
Production Spacing Unit
PTAC Petroleum Technology Alliance Canada
Q&A Question and Answer
QA
Quality Assurance
QC
Quality Control
QD
Quadrant (approx. 10 acres)
QQ
Quarter Quadrant (approx. 2.5 acres)
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QTR
R&D
RACI
RDR
RDS
REA
REC
RFP
RGE
RI
ROE
ROFR
ROW
RRD
RTA
RTC

Quarter Section (approx. 160 acres)
Research and Development
Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed
Reversion of Deep Rights
Roadway
Rural Electrification Association
Recreational Lease
Request for Purchase or Request for Proposal
Range
Royalty Interest
Right of Entry
Right of First Refusal
Right-of-Way
Registered Roadway
Request to Abandon
Request to Complete (online tracking system to
track well completions)
RTD
Request to Drill
RTR
Request to Re-enter
RTTI Request to Tie In
SAGD Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage
SAP
Solvent Aided Process
SBU
Sub Business Unit
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
SE
Saskatchewan Environment
SEC
Section (1 square mile)
SEPAC Small Explorers and Producers Association of
Canada
SGL
Sand and Gravel Lease
SGR
Sour Gas Release
SLAM Surface Land Asset Management
SLCR Surface Land Clearance Report
SLQ
Surface Lease Questionnaire
SMC
Surface Material License
SME
Surface Material Exploration
SML
Surface Material Lease
SOR
Steam to Oil Ratio
SOX
Sarbanes-Oxley
SRA
Surface Rights Act
SRB
Surface Rights Board
SRD
the former Sustainable Resources Development
(now ESRD) (see also ASRD)
SRR
Shallow Rights Reversion
SRS
Study Area Reservation
SUSP Suspended
SWD Salt Water Disposal
T
Ton/Tonne
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Takes Third Party Agreements (i.e.: crossing consent)
that are granted by another company; see Lets
TFA
Temporary Field Authorization
TIK
Take in Kind
TPA
Trapping Area
TVD
True Vertical Depth
TWP Township
TWS
Temporary Workspace
TWSA Temporary Workspace Agreement
U.S.
United States
UR
Unconventional Resources
URF
Unconventional Regulatory Framework
USA
When referring to USA Region – no periods in
the abbreviation
VAT
Value-Added Tax
VCE
Vegetation Control Easement
WDL Water Development License
WI
Working Interest
WID
Western Irrigation District
WPIS Wellsite Participant Involvement Summary
WRO Wild Rice Operation
YTD
Year-to-Date

CAPLA
Elevating Profiles at the CAPLA Conference

Another great CAPLA conference took place at the TELUS
Convention Centre in Calgary May 7 and 8, 2014. Attendees
were treated to sessions and presentations related to this
year’s theme, Elevating the Profile, where they were
challenged to raise their professional profiles, as well as the
profile of land asset management.

sponsors and attendees who made the conference a success.
If you are interested in planning and helping out with next
year’s conference or becoming a sponsor, please contact the
CAPLA Office for further information.

n

Both mornings kicked off with the great Alvin Law, who
captured the audience with his upbeat attitude regarding his
challenges in life as one of Canada’s first thalidomide babies.
If he wasn’t tickling the ivories with his toes, or beating
a drum, he kept the audience captivated by his positive
attitude towards raising the bar and taking control of his life.
An inspiring start to the morning!
Lunchtime keynote speaker Lori-anne Demers, a familiar and
welcome face to the CAPLA crowd, took the stage to discuss
the meaning of authentic leadership and how we can make
a difference with our own authenticity.
The day ended with a great networking event where prizes
were given out and attendees enjoyed a buffet of chocolate
while listening to the tunes of a band we all frequently catch
in the Plus 15, Rotary Park.
In between meals and key presentations, attendees enjoyed
sessions that covered various topics related to our everchanging industry. These presentations are available on
the CAPLA website for those who were unable to attend or
would like to refresh their notes.
With this year’s conference at a close, the Conference
Committee is already hard at work planning Conference
2015. We would like to extend thanks to all of the presenters,

Work with a company that’s on your side and unlock
your true business potential.
Premier, Professional and High
Performance Land Staff.
Deadline Driven, Competent
and Capable Support.
Temporary or Permanent.

Contact Jaguar Land Today.
403-718-0525 jaguarland.ca
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Legacy Leaders
Legacy Leaders:
Gary Montgomery
Gary Montgomery, P. Land, is
a current member of CAPLA’s
Advisory Council, a past
president of the Canadian
Association of Petroleum
Landmen (CAPL) and a
former vice president of
the American Association
of Professional Landmen
(AAPL). He currently enjoys
part-time practice in his
consulting company, Tri Mont
Resources Ltd.
DESCRIBE YOUR LEADERSHIP JOURNEY
I believe everyone is born with a certain degree of leadership
ability. Suffice to say it will be more intuitive for some than
others. Anyone can enhance their leadership ability by
learning from the experience of others. Personally I was
very fortunate to have individuals in my life who provided
me with excellent examples of what I believe was good
leadership. These individuals ranged in my early days from
Scout leaders, coaches, teachers and other individuals who

displayed what I thought was valuable wisdom. In the next
phase of my journey, I had both mentors outside of industry
as well as a number that I worked for that enhanced my
previous learnings. In short, I gained much from watching
their behaviour towards others in both positive and
sometimes adverse situations. These learnings influenced
my personality and hence what I thought a leader should
be. In later life, in addition to close friends and associates,
my thoughts on leadership have been influenced by those
whom I was responsible for in the work place. It is clear
to me that each of these individuals taught me lessons and
impacted my ability to lead. While we may all have been
born with some natural ability to lead, it takes the influence
of others whom you or I hold in respect, which will tone and
maximize that ability.
TELL US ABOUT YOUR MOST IMPORTANT LEADERSHIP
“AHA” MOMENT
In my journey I’ve had several such moments. A number
of years ago I was faced with the task of having to reduce
my staff by a large number. At that moment in time, the
responsibility of leadership for me wore the heaviest. I
learned that while it’s one thing to be a leader in good times,
the test of leadership is most apparent in challenging times.
Leadership has both challenges and rewards and a good
leader must balance the need of the corporation, committee
or group with the long term needs of the team.
Another “AHA moment” was distinguishing between
leadership and influence. I was at a tribal meeting in the US,
presenting our corporate exploration plans to the councillors
in front of me. Having been taught to always watch the faces
of those to whom I was talking, I couldn’t
help but notice that whenever I asked a
question the council members didn’t look at
each other, they looked at a space behind
me. On turning, I noticed that the back of
the room had a number of senior tribal
members. I realized at that moment that the
council in front of me were leaders but the
influence on their leadership resided with
the tribal elders behind me.
WHAT MYTHS WOULD YOU LIKE TO
DISPEL ABOUT LEADERSHIP?
The status of leadership often reflects that
an individual has achieved success in their
chosen field. While this is obviously true for
a lot of individuals, I would argue that there
are a large number of folks who are not
in formal leadership positions but situations
arise where their leadership becomes
obvious. In times of adversity or disaster,
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history provides numerous examples of how individuals
who were not in a formal leadership position stepped up
and did what leaders are expected to do. They saw an
opportunity, challenge or obstacle to the team’s or their
associate’s objective and led them in taking the appropriate
action to address the situation.
A myth within our industry is that because an individual
has superior technical skill in a specific field of expertise,
he or she should be promoted to a leadership position. This
concept is based on the premise that as this individual excels
in their field, he or she should make an excellent leader.
While having superior technical skill is certainly an asset,
and there is no question their knowledge should be shared,
for some, where they are not suited, don’t want the position
or lack the interpersonal skills necessary to be an effective
leader, placing them in a position of leadership is premature.
The result may be that the company, committee or group
loses the ultimate value of that individual as they are no
longer doing what they do best.
WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT OF
LEADERSHIP?
A leader is just one part of a team. He or she may engage,
terminate, direct, evaluate and reward but the reality of
leadership can be summed up in one word — responsibility.
In essence a good leader is a servant to others. He or she
has been entrusted either by a company, committee or group
to instruct, motivate and inspire others so that objectives
of the team can be obtained. I believe a good leader
needs to genuinely care for those for whom he or she has
responsibility and do whatever is necessary to enable them
to achieve their potential. In order to be successful, a leader
must earn, not demand, respect. Without the respect of those
one is responsible for, success at best will be limited. To
be an effective leader, one must be able to ascertain the
strengths and weakness of those they have responsibility for
and ensure they have the tools and training to achieve the
team’s present objective as well as those objectives in the
longer term.
PLEASE SHARE YOUR WORDS OF WISDOM
Years ago for another article, I wrote that professionalism
was not simply about having an accreditation on a wall. The
reality is that professionalism is a state of being and only
verified by the conduct of the individual. Leadership is the
same. Whether or not someone has the title of leader, it is
their behaviour that will ultimately determine how they are
perceived by others.
Selecting leaders requires a lot of due diligence and
knowledge of all skills required.

n

Legacy Leaders is a regular feature honouring our longtime volunteers.

PHOTO CONTEST
Contest Deadline:
August 1, 2014
If selected, your photo will appear on the
cover of an upcoming edition of NEXUS. You
will also receive ONE of the following prizes of
your choice:
•

$100 gift card, or

•

$100 donation to a charity of your
choice, or

•

A free CAPLA course or networking
event*

You must be a CAPLA member in good
standing to enter this contest. You may enter
as many photos as you like. Several photos
may be selected for publication, at the
discretion of the NEXUS Editorial Committee.
Photo Content: Landscape or nature
photography depicting a Canadian scene. If
there are people in the photo, please ensure
they cannot be identified. Photos must be
composed in a portrait (vertical) format.
We welcome photos from all seasons, for
publication in our spring, summer, fall and
winter editions.
Photo Size and Format: 400 dpi, 8.5 x 10 inches,
JPG, TIF or BMP file

To enter the contest, send your photo(s) to
katherine@caplacanada.org with PHOTO
CONTEST in the subject line. Please include
your name, address and contact information.
If the file size is too large to email, please send
a low-resolution file suitable for judging.
* Restrictions may apply.
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CAPLA
Mentorship Program
Seeking Participants
STRIVING FOR MORE?
Are you a CAPLA member
employed as a junior or intermediate land professional and committed to learning? CAPLA’s Mentorship
Program can help you grow
personally and professionally, with one-on-one sessions
tailored to your specific professional development needs.
EAGER TO COACH?
Are you a CAPLA member with technical competencies
and industry knowledge who is committed to coaching?
Would you like to engage in one-on-one sessions with
a junior or intermediate land professional, sharing your
expertise and guiding them through the intricacies of land
asset management?

Following a successful pilot project in 2013, CAPLA’s
Mentorship Program is set to
launch in September 2014.
This unique program is designed for experienced land
professionals to act as mentors in order to inspire and
support the development of
our new CAPLA professionals (mentees).
Mentors and mentees are required to make a six-month
commitment to the program,
with regularly scheduled
meetings in order to achieve goals agreed upon by both
parties. However, the time commitment does not have to
be extensive in order for the program to be mutually beneficial for participants. Mentors and mentees must be current CAPLA members.
Read more and apply to participate in the program at
www.caplacanada.org/mentorship.aspx.

n

SYNERGY LAND SERVICES LTD.,

is a full-service land broker, with its head office in
Calgary and branch offices in Fort St. John, St. Albert,
Fort Macleod, Regina, Brandon and Cambridge.
Company partners Bill Giese, Keith Turner and
James McCorquodale, along with their management
team and skilled staff work together at every level
to coordinate client projects in all aspects of the
oil and gas industry, power, renewable energy,
highways and telecommunications sectors.
Please contact us for more information about
our service offerings and how we can assist with
your upcoming projects.

Pursuing Perfection
www.synergyland.ca

| 1.877.961.LAND (5263)

Synergy2013_CAPLNegotiatorAd7.25x4.75.indd 1
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Leadership
Engagement and the Competition for Talent
Talented employees need great managers. The talented employee may join a company because of its
charismatic leaders, its generous benefits and its world-class training programs, but how long that
employee stays and how productive he is while he is there is determined by his relationship with his
immediate supervisor.
Marcus Buckingham and Curt Coffman, First Break All The Rules
By Dan Gaynor, Gaynor Consulting

I

remember reading this opening quote for the first time
probably 12 years ago now, just before leaving my post
as president and publisher at the Calgary Herald, where
our leadership team (a team I worked hard to assemble
and develop) had ended a tough labour dispute in two key
departments and taken the newspaper to record earnings.
The quote is presented as the most important finding in a
book that was based in extensive workplace research. So
when the authors presented it as the most important finding,
they had my attention.
Here is what I thought: Do I want talented employees? Yes,
everyone else can have the other ones! I want the ones who
are talented, those who really care about their work. So if I
want these people I’ve got to give them great leaders. Talented
people know they have choices. I’ve always known that
leadership development is the key to attracting, motivating
and retaining talent. Skilled and caring leaders create the
conditions for employee engagement — the phrase we use
most often to describe the outcome great leaders strive for.
And employee engagement drives corporate performance.

My time as a newspaper executive, and now ten years as a
teacher, speaker and executive coach across a wide variety
of businesses, has convinced me that there are many talented
people labouring under poor leaders who are waiting for
someone who inspires them to provide the best they have
— to fully engage them in doing work they are proud of for
organizations they are proud of.
Leadership development is the key to employee engagement
and corporate performance, however the stakes are about
to go up. Over the next five to ten years, baby-boomers
are going to leave the workplace or scale back and the
competition for people is going to intensify dramatically.
Talented employees are going to discover that they have
choices like never before. Will your organization be ready to
win in this environment?

n

Former Calgary Herald publisher Dan Gaynor
is currently president at Gaynor Consulting.
He is guest speaker at CAPLA’s Leadership
Breakfast on September 9 at the Calgary
Petroleum Club.

I approached each newspaper leadership
assignment by selecting and then
developing the best leadership team I
could, because I know that every team
reflects its leaders.
For my own book, The Heart and Hands of
Leadership: The Twelve Practices of Effective
Leaders, released at about the time you are
reading this article, I wrote: “I believe every
team that achieves commercial success
with poor leadership could become so
much more with good leadership. Let’s ask
ourselves what these teams could become
if the people who did the work were
enthusiastic participants and not reluctant
survivors, if they were chasing a dream
they cared about for a leader they cared
about.”
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Article
Tips for Choosing an Executor for Your Will
By Geraldine Hampton, Estate Lawyer

S

ettling an estate can be a stressful time for a family.
The person who acts as your executor plays a key
role in not only settling your estate, but in reducing
stress and keeping conflict within your family to a
minimum.
Here are some tips to help you choose an executor for your
will, as well as how to prepare your estate plan for your
executor.
1.

Choose an Executor Who Resides in Your Province

tax return for CRA, every deposit to the estate account,
every withdrawal from the estate account … yikes! That
multiplies the workload!
Additionally, settling an estate is a stressful time. Asking
your children to work together on every single task can
lead to tension and conflict. If you choose one executor
to carry out the tasks of settling the estate, ultimately
that executor will be accountable to all of the residual
beneficiaries under your will (including your other
children).
Keep in mind, however, that your executor may
predecease you, be unable to act at the time of death or
simply may choose not to act (renounce). Always have
an alternate executor in case your first choice cannot act
for you.

For example, Alberta has a unique law that requires outof-province executors to post a bond equal to the value
of the estate. So, if
your estate is valued
at $500,000.00, your
executor may have
If you do not have an executor in place,
to post a bond equal
settling the estate will be delayed
to that amount into
Court.
or even halted.”

“

Geraldine Hampton,
Usually, the bond is
funded through an
insurance company,
and the insurance company must meet the requirements
under the regulations. In addition to this expense, your
estate will have to pay the estate lawyer fees to remove
the bond from Court once the estate is settled. Posting a
bond is expensive and time consuming.
While there are ways to get the Court to reduce the
amount of the bond or even to waive the bond, there
is much less hassle in just choosing an executor who
resides in Alberta. Further, it will be much easier for
your executor to do all the tasks to settle the estate if the
executor resides in the same province as you.
2.

Choose One Executor or Two or Three . . .
Often my clients want to appoint two or more of their
children to be executor because they want to treat
all of their children equally. Clients also think that by
appointing more than one person as executor, those
executors can “share” the burden involved with being
an executor.
If you appoint more than one executor, all those
appointed must do all of the acts of executor. In other
words, all of them must sign the affidavits for court, the
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3.
What Powers
Your Executor Will
Need

Take a look at Part
Three of your will.
Estate Lawyer
This section is called
“Administration
of
Estate” and it should give your executor all the tools
needed to settle your estate. I am always surprised at the
number of wills that do not have a Part Three to the will.
Or wills that do not have sufficient powers. If a power is
needed but is not in the will, the estate lawyer will have
to make a court application to ask a Justice to grant that
power to your executor.
So, what are some powers that your executor may need
to settle your estate? Do you remember the June 2013
floods in Southern Alberta? Be sure to have a clause that
lets your executor hold the real property for a while.
Further, the market may not be great at the time of
death. Why force your executor to sell your property
if the market is poor? Does your will have trusts for
your grandchildren or great-grandchildren? Be sure
to have enough clauses that let your executor set up
and administrate those trusts. Do you have stock that
could be given to a charity to save the capital gains tax
or do you have a watch that you know your favourite
nephew would like? Be sure to have a clause that lets
your executor transfer specific assets in-kind.
These are just a few examples of the types of powers
your executor will likely need in your will. By going

through your estate with your lawyer, you can determine
what powers your executor will need to settle your
estate.
4.

Setting a Fee for Your Executor in Your Will
If you pay your executor, he/she will be taxed on the
fee. So, if your executor is also a beneficiary under your
will, it does not make sense to set a fee. However, if
your executor is not a beneficiary, you may want to set
a fee in your will. By setting the fee in the will, the fee
is capped at that amount. If the will is silent about a fee,
the executor can ask for a fee. In the latter case, the fee
must be reasonable in view of the size of the estate and
the amount of work involved.

5.

Getting Started
Change of executor is one of the main reasons people
need to update their wills. If you do not have an
executor in place, settling the estate will be delayed or
even halted. Be sure to keep in touch with your executor
and ask if he/she is still willing and able to act on your
behalf.
Choosing an executor is one of the main reasons people
delay doing or updating their wills. Don’t let choosing
an executor stop you from getting your will in place
or updated. Your lawyer will have ideas to help you
make the best choice for executor, depending on your

family and your estate. If you
don’t think you have someone
to act as executor for your
estate, your lawyer can help
you find a professional executor.
In fact, an objective third party
is sometime the best choice for
executor. Depending on the nature of your estate and
the relationships in your family, the person you choose
to be your executor can make a huge impact on how
your estate gets settled. By planning ahead, you will
be able to make the administration of your estate a lot
easier for your family.

n

For more information, please contact Geraldine Hampton,
estate lawyer at (403) 483-2020 or www.estateoptions.ca.

Here’s how we do it:

Scott Land & Lease
is The Industry’s
Top Land Company

It comes down to trust, experience, and
execution. Clients with projects of all sizes
and complexity trust Scott Land & Lease
because we offer:
• The largest, most experienced team
of land professionals in the industry
• Guaranteed quality work
• Competitive rates
Scott Land & Lease has acquired more
freehold minerals, crown leases, wellsites
and right of way in Western Canada than
any other land company over the past two
decades. Contact us to learn more about
the value of Scott Land & Lease to you
and your company.

www.scottland.ca
Calgary • Edmonton • Grande Prairie
Fort St. John • Lloydminster • Regina • Saskatoon
Calgary (Head Office) 900, 202 – 6 Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 2R9
Phone: 403- 261-1000
Toll free: 1-800-661-1618
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CAPLA Committees
Knowledge Bank CAPLA’s Best-Kept Secret
By Lisa Mendonsa, Co-Chair,
Knowledge Bank Committee
Do you know what the
Knowledge Bank is? Many
CAPLA members do not
even know it exists! The
Knowledge Bank Committee commenced in 2004 as
part of the CAPLA mentorship program, to provide an
additional service for CAPLA members who might
have questions related to
the different aspects of land
and its many disciplines.
In 2011 the committee was
re-elected. The purpose of
the committee was to determine the validity of the
outdated Knowledge Bank
volunteer list on the CAPLA

The 2014 Knowledge Bank Committee (l-r) Lisa Mendonsa (Co-Chair), Cody McLean,
Echo Chapman (Co-Chair), Katherine Bailey. Missing from photo: Alyssa Bruce, Cathy
Miller.

LAND AND ENVIRONMENT
GO TOGETHER LIKE
COMMON AND SENSE.
The experts in Land Acquisition offer Environmental Services as well.
Makes perfect sense to us. An A to Z solution that is far more efficient and
effective, making your life so much easier. For expert land management
and environmental services - call 1-866-834-0008 or visit
landsolutions.ca and relax.
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website. Information was updated and new members were
recruited to represent the various disciplines. As a committee we are proud to say we have almost filled all vacancies.
The Knowledge Bank now has categories such as alternative
energy, reclamation, land titles and regulations, in addition
to the core surface and mineral aspects of land. What does
this mean to CAPLA members? If you have questions, we
have a list of volunteers who are willing to help you out.
Go to www.caplacanada.org/members/knowledgebank.
aspx and don’t be afraid to ask away! If you cannot
find what you are looking for, then email Alyssa Bruce
at abruce@sogoil.com to enquire, as the provider list is
always changing and expanding to meet industry needs.

“If you have a question

about road use or third party,
oil sands, wind power, land
systems or land titles among
other topics, please log on to the
CAPLA website and have a look
at what the Knowledge Bank
has to offer.”
As a committee we have worked diligently to get this
service launched and ready for members to start utilizing.
If you are interested in volunteering your knowledge and
there is a vacancy, please contact Alyssa Bruce. Alyssa
forwards the names of potential new Knowledge Providers
for the committee to review and add to the Knowledge
Bank. If you have a question about road use or third party,
oil sands, wind power, land systems or land titles among
other topics, please log on to the CAPLA website and have
a look at what the Knowledge Bank has to offer.
In recent issues of NEXUS, the committee has highlighted
some of our volunteers and their expertise in the Meet
the Knowledge Providers ad. It is a way to recognize the
Knowledge Providers and let other CAPLA members know
who they are. We hope to continue to raise awareness of
this service in upcoming editions of NEXUS.
In 2014 we are celebrating ten years of volunteers providing
their knowledge to CAPLA members. To celebrate the
success of the Knowledge Bank, the Knowledge Providers
were invited to an appreciation lunch on March 18.
Without our volunteers the Knowledge Bank would not
exist, so I would like to personally thank you!

n

Knowledge Providers respond to inquiries and share
their expertise in order to support other CAPLA
members. We are pleased to introduce you to two
of our dedicated Knowledge Bank volunteers. (See
a list of all the Knowledge Providers on CAPLA’s
website. Go to Resource Centre, log in, then visit the
Knowledge Bank -- People link on the left.)
CANDACE BAKAY
Mineral Land Asset Management
Team Lead, A&D
Talisman Energy Inc.
CBakay@talisman-energy.com
(403) 693-2480
Area of Speciality:
Mineral Land A&D
Candace brings over 20 years
of experience in land administration and over 30
years in the oil and gas industry to her role as a
Knowledge Provider. A leading technical expert in
land A&D, Candace welcomes enquiries related to
A&D practices and problems, as well as contracts
questions. Candace has played an instrumental role
in CAPLA since its inception 20 years ago, serving
as President, Past President and Conference Chair
among many other volunteer positions.
LIL FAIRBOURN
Senior Lease Administrator
Harvest Operations Corp.
Lil.fairbourn@harvestenergy.ca
(403) 231-5601
Area of Specialty:
Saskatchewan Lands
Lil has been working in Mineral
Land Administration for the
past 17 years, mostly with Saskatchewan Crown
and Freehold lands. She spent several years
as a member of the CAPL/CAPLA ISC working
committee and two years on the CAPLA Fee Title
Committee. Lil welcomes inquiries from CAPLA
members regarding Saskatchewan mineral lands,
Crown, Freehold and Fee title. Lil can also help
with questions regarding ISC (Information Services
Corporation). Lil completed the Advanced Land
Administration Program at Mount Royal and is a
Commissioner of Oaths without the Province of
Saskatchewan.
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Volunteer Spotlight
Volunteering in Senior Land Analyst’s Blood
Eventually Patricia became chair and then co-chair of the
EFC, and has stayed with the committee despite standing
down from the role of co-chair in December 2013.
“Patricia recently resigned as co-chair, but has remained
on the committee as a facilitator and mentor to the current
members,” says Deanna Selent, co-chair of the EFC. “She is
willing to share her experience and knowledge with others
whether it is related to committee work or otherwise.”

Patricia
MontsionDubrûle
By Mandi Zatyko, NEXUS Editorial Committee Member

I

nstilled by her parents who frequently volunteered
in their community, volunteering has been a part of
Patricia Montsion-Dubrûle’s life for as long as she can
remember.

Leonardo Vargas is also a member of the EFC and agrees
with Deanna. “Patricia is always willing to help/volunteer and
contribute to the team/project her fresh ideas, experience,
energy and encouragement. She is absolutely passionate
about helping others reach their full potential as mineral
land administration professionals.”
“I simply like to mentor and share knowledge,” Patricia says.
“Patricia is the kind of person who makes you feel accepted
and she is always willing to help or knows somebody who
can help,” adds Leonardo. “She also takes the time to listen
and fully understand what the real challenge/issue is. Then
she brings that idea, suggestion or solution to the problem
that nobody in the room had thought before.”

“Volunteering has been in my blood for years. I find it
enhances and enriches personal and business growth,” she
says.

“She is great at introducing individuals to others and
includes everyone in the conversation,” Deanna says. “She
is very organized and great at keeping everyone on topic
during a meeting. You can count on her when she commits
to handling a task.”

Patricia transitioned to land asset management after 18
years with a major Canadian airline, and joined CAPLA in
2005. Starting off as a file clerk, she worked her way up
to her present position of Senior Mineral Land Analyst
with ConocoPhillips Canada. She says she would not have
accomplished as much for CAPLA as she has without her
employer’s backing.

Leonardo recalls Patricia’s involvement was particularly
invaluable during a CAPLA course where there were only
four volunteer facilitators assigned to the event that had
80 attendees and six instructors. “The day of the course,
it was extremely busy for us. Patricia was the facilitators’
team leader and she did an impeccable job because of her
excellent social skills and public speaking skills.”

“ConocoPhillips has been very supportive of my volunteering
for CAPLA,” she says. “They never say no!”

“She was instrumental in updating our committee handbook
in 2012/2013, as well as training many new committee
members this past fall,” adds Deanna.

In 2008 Patricia joined the CAPLA Education Committee (now
the CAPLA Education Facilitation Committee (EFC). When
she first joined the committee, she recalls courses being held
in a classroom at the CAPLA office. Now classes are held on
the premises of the company sponsoring them.

“I strongly encourage volunteerism,” Patricia says, saying
that she would encourage others to become involved with
CAPLA as a volunteer. “You should embrace it fully as, over
time, you will find it benefits you immensely personally and
in your career. Volunteers are the nucleus of an organization;
it is with them, an organization is successful. I have gained
a lot from being a CAPLA volunteer.”

n
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Volunteer Spotlight
Mentorship Committee Good Fit for Volunteer
By Mandi Zatyko, NEXUS Editorial Committee Member

A

lix Eltom likes to believe CAPLA is a support
system for land administrators, assisting with all
their professional needs.

“Having an association that is dedicated to the education
and development of land administrators is an invaluable
resource,” she says. “It (CAPLA) is an organization that’s
always there, providing growth opportunities for whatever is
in your land asset management career.”
One element of the “support system” that Alix considers
essential is CAPLA’s mentoring program. She had been in the
land asset management industry for six years before joining
CAPLA in January 2012. Shortly afterwards, at the urging of
a friend and former co-worker, she joined her first CAPLA
committee — the Mentorship Development Committee. A
committee she now co-chairs.
Her familiarity with the mentoring system was originally part
of what made joining the committee a “good fit,” she says. It
made her appreciative of the mentor/mentee relationship, its
importance and potential benefits. “Having a mentor in my
career has been one of the most valuable resources I have
ever had.”
She also felt the committee was timely with the increasing
number of Baby Boomers retiring. “There’s a wealth of
knowledge ready to retire,” she says, adding the committee
tries to ensure the knowledge is transferred and retained
before the Boomers retire from the industry.
“Alix epitomizes the CAPLA attitude and is a great
mentor herself,” says Andrea Louise-Martyn, a member
of the Mentorship Development Committee. “She has an
exceptionally professional attitude and is very keen on
making a difference with her peers and up-and-comers in
CAPLA.”
Work on the committee is rewarding, says Alix. “Every time
we reach a milestone in the development of the mentorship
program, I am elated. I have a really great committee that is
action-orientated, full of enthusiasm and great ideas. They
make it easy to be pleased and happy all the time.”

Alix Eltom

Elizabeth Lieknins was briefly a member of the Mentorship
Development Committee, and she concurs with Andrea.
“Alix is a confident individual and really devotes her abilities
(organized, administrative skills, industry knowledge) to the
committee. She truly represents the committee. I wish I had
stuck with volunteering with Alix on the committee. I would
have learned so much from her.”
Alix says she is excited the Mentorship Development
Committee is ready to launch the mentorship program to
the CAPLA membership in September 2014, and is optimistic
its value will be seen. “I hope they find the program to be
invaluable in navigating through the industry, the politics
and other situations.”
Work on the Mentorship Development Committee has been
worthwhile, but so are other CAPLA causes, says Alix. “I
continue to volunteer to ensure that the present or future
generations of CAPLA have an organization that provides
support, fun and a great place to network.”

n

Andrea says that Alix brings a fantastic organizational skill
as well as a positive attitude to the committee. “She is
professional, has amazing organizational skills, she is focused
on the committee working together in a strong, collaborative
manner. I really appreciate her openness to new ideas.”
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NEVER THROW

ANYTHING OUT?

HMA Land Services is now RPS HMA.
At RPS HMA we place significant value on
developing and maintaining excellent
relationships with our clients and industry
partners. Our team is dedicated to providing
the same level of professional service,
reliability and expertise that our clients have
come to expect from us.
Pipeline  Exploration & Production ( E&P)  Telecom  Power

Toll Free (866) 412-5263

www.hmaland.com | www.rpsgroup.com
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THAT COULD BE A GOOD THING. If you
have information from former CAPLA
committees such as volunteer member
lists or other documents that may help
complete our records, the Volunteer
Records Committee wants to hear from
you. Please contact Liz Slator at
liz@caplacanada.org.

Thank you to the Sponsors of the 2014 CAPLA Conference

Cenovus Energy is a Canadian oil company. We are committed to applying fresh, progressive
thinking to safely and responsibly unlock energy resources the world needs. Our operations include
oil sands projects in northern Alberta, which use specialized methods to drill and pump the oil to the
surface. As well, we have established natural gas and oil production in Alberta and Saskatchewan.
We also have 50 per cent ownership in two U.S. refineries.
Working with CAPLA allows us to facilitate and support the ongoing professional development
of employees working in administration, contract analysis and asset management roles in the
upstream oil and gas industry. Cenovus is also pleased to work with CAPLA to provide members with
opportunities for networking, education and access to the most current industry information.
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Warning: Our data has gone mobile
(You may never return to the office)

Now, get geoLOGIC’s value-added data almost any place, any time,
any way you want it. Available through gDCweb on your tablet,
smartphone or computer.
With 30 years of data experience behind it, gDC is the source for high
quality, value-added well and land data from across Western Canada and
the Northern United States. Another plus – our data is accessible through
an expanding range of industry software utilizing our own easy-to-use
gDC GIS and our geoSCOUT software.
View, search, import and export well, land and production data,
documents, logs and more from almost anywhere. For more information
visit our website at www.geoLOGIC.com

Leading the way with customer-driven data, integrated software
and services for your upstream decision-making needs.
geoSCOUT | gDC | petroCUBE at www.geoLOGIC.com

